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Practice makes perfect
The hands-on
learning experience
in her course makes
it enjoyable for
ITE student Nur
Sabrina Norazmi

If you like a hands-on
approach to learning,
(Logistics Services) is
definitely a course
for you.
MS NUR SABRINA NORAZMI

student pursuing a
National ITE Certificate (Nitec)
in Logistics Services

AUDREY NG
A FUN approach to learning about the goings-on in a
logistics warehouse beats the
usual classroom lessons for Institute of Technical Education (ITE)
student Nur Sabrina Norazmi.
The 17-year-old is currently
in the first year of her National
ITE Certificate (Nitec) in Logistics Services, which is a two-year
course introduced this year at
ITE College East.
She looked forward especially to her Warehousing Services
module, which teaches students
about safety in the warehouse,
the process on how to receive
goods, ship orders, as well as load
and unload freight.
Practical lessons are held at
the school’s Logistics Training
Centre. The facility simulates a
warehouse environment where
students learn about warehouse
management, how to handle
packing materials and preparation of goods for storage and
shipment.
Says Ms Sabrina: “I decided to apply for the logistics
course as I prefer more practical
lessons compared to theory such
as Principle of Accounts, which I
took in secondary school.”
When she completed her GCE
N(A)-level last year, she wanted to apply to the ITE Direct
Entry Scheme to Polytechnic
Programme (DPP), where students pursue a Higher Nitec

Ms Sabrina is drawn to the
practical approach of her course
and the supportive environment
of the school. PHOTO: WEE TY
course and then proceed directly
to a Polytechnic diploma course.
However, her N-level results
did not meet the admission criteria.
Nevertheless, she does not regret choosing her current course.
Even though she stays at Yishun
and takes over an hour to reach
school, she remains motivated
for her classes.
She thrives in the current
learning environment, which is a
huge change from her classroom
lessons in secondary school.
“I cannot learn by sitting
down; I need to move around.
And since I have an interest in
the subject, it is easier to learn

and revise for it,” she says.

The practical approach
Ms Sabrina also enjoys the Customer Service module, which
teaches her about grooming, and
how to project herself professionally and manage customers.
She has also worked part-time
as a customer service officer in a
logistics firm and hopes to either
work in a customer service or
administration role in a logistics
company in future.
“If you like a hands-on approach
to learning, this is definitely a course
for you,” she says, adding that two
of her modules are practical exams,
which she finds enjoyable.

MS HAZEL Bong was devastated
when she did not perform well in
the O-level examination and was
unable to get into a local polytechnic or junior college.
The dream to pursue diploma
studies in law was seemingly over
for this N-level certificate holder
then.
“There were people who
doubted me, put me down and
believed that I was not cut out to
pursue legal studies,” recalls Ms
Bong, 19.
But that was just the beginning
of her learning journey.
While searching for other education options online, she found

out that Kaplan Higher Education Academy Singapore offers
over 25 diploma programmes
across eight disciplines that
include accounting, communication and media as well as
property management.
But what drew her interest was
its full-time Diploma in Business
and Law.
In order to take up a diploma
programme at Kaplan, she needed to complete and pass three
Foundation Studies (English
Language, Critical Thinking and
Mathematics) subjects, which
are a pre-requisite for N-level
and O-level graduates.
Ms Bong says this preparatory
module enabled her to gain a certain level of English proficiency,
critical thinking skills in adverse
situations and knowledge of the
American Psychological Association style of citation to aid her in
writing reports.
She once lacked focus, but
she renewed her drive to ace all
her subjects and commenced
the diploma course in June last
year. And she went on to achieve
mostly distinctions.

Strong support
One reason that influenced Ms
Bong’s decision to further her
studies at Kaplan was the good
reputation it had built up over
the years.
Her choice was affirmed by the
school’s conducive environment
for learning, as well as facilities
that allow students to print assignments and borrow reference materials.
What made her learning
journey at Kaplan most memorable were the helpful lecturers.
“To help us excel, they
are willing to go

Ms Bong appreciates her lecturers
who go the extra mile to help her
in her studies. PHOTO: SAM YEO

Another reason why Ms Sabrina appreciates her classes is the
friendly and helpful teachers who
are generous and thoughtful in
offering advice.
“My teachers treat us like young
adults. They are also very encouraging and enthusiastic,” she says.
During lessons in the warehouse, her teacher always reminds the students about safety
procedures to ensure that they do
not hurt themselves, she adds.
Learning is also more fun as
she and her classmates bond over
meals, movies, birthday celebrations, barbecue sessions and gatherings at chalets.

Once a week, Ms Sabrina is
involved in the Outdoor Activities
Club (ODAC) — her co-curricular
activity — which offers her new
and exciting experiences.
“ODAC taught me to be disciplined by being punctual for
physical training sessions. It also
made me more positive as I get to
meet new people and help out at
events,” she says.
She has participated in the
school’s Global Education Programme, which offers overseas
learning opportunities.
For instance, she went on a fiveday trip to Surabaya, Indonesia,
where she did community service
at an orphanage and outdoor ac-

tivities such as white-water rafting, bamboo rafting, kayaking
and trekking.
“ITE gave me the opportunity
to do community service overseas and allowed me to learn by
experience. I learnt that we need
to be appreciative of what we
have here in Singapore and also
value teamwork and perseverance through our outdoor activities,” she says.
Next year, Ms Sabrina will begin
a six-month industry attachment,
a requirement for students in the
course. In future, she hopes to
qualify for a Higher Nitec course
and gain admission to a polytechnic.

Amazing learning experience

Keeping dreams alive
MEREDITH WOO

Supportive environment

the extra mile by addressing any
queries we have out of class, even
though they are not obliged to,”
she says.
When approached after classes, some lecturers would even
spend up to two hours sharing
their experiences and giving her
one-on-one coaching.

Positive experience
Ms Bong’s positive experience
with Kaplan led her to further her
studies with the education institute.
After completing her diploma,
she signed up with Kaplan again
for the Bachelor of Business
Studies with Law (Hons) degree
that it offers in partnership with
the National University of Ireland,
University College Dublin.
She commenced the one-anda-half-year programme in October and will graduate in 2018.
As Kaplan offers flexibility,
she is able to work as a public
relations manager at FDK Automobile & Leasing Services while
studying.
Ms Bong has always been
interested in law and how people
resolve a dispute in a professional
and legitimate way.
And the knowledge she gained
from her studies at Kaplan enabled her to understand contracts and agreements peppered
with legalese.
Her responsibilities include
drafting leasing and rental contracts, official company letters
of claim and purchase and sales
agreements.
She even helped her company
claim compensation arising from
dispute cases.
Recognising her passion and
potential, her managing director
gave her a raise and even authorised her to represent the organisation in resolving civil disputes
in court.
Says Ms Bong: “Grades
do not define a person’s
character, personality or
even success.
“I
believe
that
everyone
has
a
unique set of skills
that will lead
them to achieve
success in future.”

ESTHER TEO
WHEN he was a teenager, Mr
Jonathan Tan was “extremely
playful” and found it difficult to
concentrate on his studies.
After getting 13 points for his
N-level examinations in 2010, he
took his friend’s recommendation
to enrol in St Francis Methodist
School’s Upper Secondary Australian Matriculation Programme
(Ausmat).
Says Mr Tan: “I wanted to take
Ausmat as it would give me the
chance to study abroad and acquire international exposure.
“I also liked the flexibility that it
offers in terms of choosing future
courses upon graduation.”
St Francis Methodist School is
the only school in Singapore that
offers Ausmat, an internationally recognised pre-university
programme administered by the
School Curriculum and Standards Authority of Western Australia.
The Ausmat Year 9 and 10 programme leads to the Preparatory
Course for Western Australian
Certificate of Education (WACE)
Year 11 and 12, where graduates
will be awarded the WACE, an
internationally recognised preuniversity programme that is
equivalent to the Cambridge GCE
A level.
Upon graduation, WACE students have their choice of various universities around the world
subject to the quality of their
grades.
The school says that 50 per cent
of its graduates enrol in reputable universities around the world,
such as the National University of
Singapore, Nanyang Technological University, University of Sydney, The University of Melbourne,
Imperial College London and University of South Carolina.
Mr Tan, now 22, is a first-year
student at the University of Western Australia (UWA) in Perth,
pursuing his dream degree — a
Bachelor of Commerce in Accounting and Finance.

The right choice
Joining St Francis Methodist
School five years ago was the
turning point in Mr Tan’s life. It

Mr Tan enjoys the international exposure of the Ausmat programme.
PHOTO: JONATHAN TAN

cultivated a sense of discipline in
him and helped to shape his view
of the world.
“I chose St Francis Methodist
School as it is a prestigious institution with an amazing culture,
incredible international learning
environment and amazing teachers,” he says.
Teachers at the school were
able to make learning simple
and interesting for him. For instance, his mathematics teacher
employed the use of diagrams to
explain mathematical concepts,
told jokes to ease the tension in
class and made the environment
more interactive and conducive
for learning.
The school also organised
many workshops and overseas
trips for students to gain knowledge and experience a learning
environment on an international
level.
Besides going on learning
journeys to visit places of interest such as the Singapore Science Centre to make biology
lessons come alive, he also went
on a study trip to Malaysia and
visited universities in Perth, Australia.
Mr Tan was also involved in
various co-curricular activities at
the school, which helped to de-

velop his leadership skills.
He was the vice-president of
the student council and participated in groups such as the cooking club, Christian fellowship
group and tennis club.
With classmates from all
around the world, Mr Tan enjoyed the diversity of cultures
and viewpoints that contributed
to a vibrant student life and lively
classroom discussions.
On a personal level, he feels
that St Francis Methodist School
has nurtured him to become a
better person.
The school has weekly chapel
services and pastoral care lessons, where positive thinking is
reinforced and facilitators share
life lessons with the students.
He found the spiritual learning he received enriching and
learnt the importance of values
such as confidence, persistence,
organisation and emotional resilience through the school’s
You Can Do It! pastoral care
programme.
When he graduates in 2019,
he is keen to join the accounting
industry. He may also start his
own gym or health supplement
company as he is passionate
about fitness, health and nutrition too.
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